BIU NEWS 2011 MARCH
EARTHQUAKE, TSUNAMI, FIRE AND UNCLEAR IN JAPAN

The rescue teams from USA (150), UK (70), China (15) are join to our rescue
now. They lost their words when they arrived to the one of the places.

Dear friends,
The last night before 11:00, we had another big earthquake
in Shizuoka (over magnitude 6) and Nagoya and here was
M3. It made some victims and destroyed and burned
something. That is the chain reaction and we are still in
danger. I could not fall a sleep till late at the night. I just hope
this will not pull the trigger of another line (the plate from the
Philippines) under Nagoya city.
Today we got more mails as below and thanks for your
thought. That is really helpful.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Below is the message from Biketrial friends. Thanks a lot!!!
Hello Hiro,
Please give me some news about you!!! I think that your city is
not at a very bad place but I wish to get good news!!!! Waiting for
your mail,
Friendly,
Thierry Maria & Angelina
Dear Hiro,
Thanks god, you still all right. There have a saying from China, "
Human can create all the things, try to forget all the past things,
cause we can start from beginning by our hand" All the best for
you and your friend as well as the family. If anything what we can
do , please kindly inform us.
B,ws
Jason.

(Gin Mao)
the news only speak of japan : deaths, desolation, nuclear head
office, earthquakes, devastation, sea ... the human are not
anybody in front of the strength of the nature
since barcelona, our best positive wishes, many spirits and force
for all your family and for all your friends and for all japanish
people
eva, maria and luck
Dear
Hiro
and
BJU
It's with deep sadness we se all the news from Japan about the
dissaster after the earthquake and the tsunami. We wish our
Japanese
friends
all
luck.
Sincerely
yours
Roger and friends in the biketrialfamily in Sweden
Dear Hiro
The report of the earthquake as below,hope all will be better
soon.
http://www.xbreaker.com/ArticleShow.asp?ArticleID=2965

Best Regards
Jason
News No. 013 dated 15/03/2011

CESAR CANAS
We got the information about the video of Cesar Canas. It is fantastic
and hope you will check it.
Dear Hiro,
Please check the link youtube video Cesar Cañas (11 World
Biketrial champion )
-

He is using three kind of models: 20’, 24’ and 26’
“ I am here “ meaning that in spite of the fact that he does
not take part in the competitions, he is still performing
Biketrial

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cn5JJcCZfwE

Best Regards,
Maria
News No. 012 dated 15/03/2011

